Recognition by the Department of Education (DoE)

SA Heart® is listed by the Department of Education (DoE) as an Approved Journal since January 2009. This development is important, not only for the stature of the Journal, but also for practical reasons such as the subsidy from the DoE involved for authors affiliated to academic institutions.

International recognition as a National Cardiovascular Journal

SA Heart® is one of an elite group of publications recognised by the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) as a National Cardiovascular Journal.

“The invitation to the editor of SA Heart® to join the ESC Editors’ Club highlights the recognition the journal has gained amongst our international peers” says Prof Anton Doubell, SA Heart® editor.

“The recognition by the Department of Education and the Academy of Sciences of South Africa (ASSAf) is something we should all take pride in.”

Electronic publication

SA Heart® appears in print as a quarterly Journal.

The Journal is also published electronically and articles appearing in SA Heart®, both previous and current, are available online at www.saheart.org/journal.

Articles have been submitted in pdf format to facilitate rapid download and easy printing.